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Toy Models

Quantum theory is extremely successful, and
yet still very controversial. For example, is
the wavefunction ontic or epistemic?, it there
a quantum computational speedup?, what about
`quantum supremacy' in information tasks?,
quantum gravity, anyone!?etc. . . .
Toy theories ([1] and [2]) allow us to probe some
of these questions within a simpli�ed framework.
Short list of `toy properties':

1. Local, classical, and realist theories

2. Non-contextual and Bell local

3. Toy phenomenology ≈ quantum phe-
nomenology

4. Physically motivated (Gaussian optics is a
toy theory)

5. Admit a stabilizer formalism

6. No computational speedup

7. Allow for entanglement up to steering cor-
relations, feature a no-cloning theorem

8. Epistemically restricted

Basic notions: states, transformations, & measurements

A toy system is always in one of 4 ontic(=

of existence) states:
Ontic states are not directly accessible,

measurable, nor preparable.

These states are the allowed epistemic(=
of knowledge), which are directly accessed,

measured, and prepared.

• Underlying states → ontic

• Observable states → epistemic

Spekken's toy theory 6⊂ quantum theory

States are written as diagonal matrices rep-
resenting the ontic probability distribution

e.g., ρZ =
1

2


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


Transformations are de�ned by permuta-
tions acting on the level of the ontic states:

ρS → ρ′S = ŨρSŨ
T

Measurements are probabilistic processes
that partition the underlying ontic space into
valid epistemic states:

M =
∑
i

αiPSi , and

{∑
i PSi

= I⊗n &
∑

i αi = 1

prob(αi) = tr(PSi
ρ)

All valid states are stabilizer states [3]

Quantum vs Toy: stabilizer di�erences

Toy states share many properties with quantum stabilizer states, however

• Toy stabilizers {X ,Y,Z, I} are such that XZ = Y, while quantumly XZ = −iY
• Commutation relations: [X̃,Z] = 0 and [X , Z̃] = 0

• A toy stabilizer ST has a one-to-many map to a set of quantum states {SQ} depending on the
arbitrary chosen generating set used to describe ST

• Toy operations are analogous to Cli�ord operations in quantum mechanics, however � exclud-
ing the Pauli subgroup � there is no unambiguous map between toy and quantum operations

Puri�cations & no-go for bit-commitment

Select ↑ and ↓ to ensure −→ is consistent

• ρQSAB
is pure over systems AB

• GQ
AB =< {gi |gi ∈ SAB , gi = ga ⊗ IB}, ... >

Existence of puri�cations⇒ no-go theorem for bit
commitment

Error correction & secret sharing

De�nition error correction:

where the protocol is successful if ρ′QSk
= ρQSk

• Despite No-cloning theorem

• Error correction: given any
[n, d, k] quantum stabilizer error
correcting code ∃ an equivalent
[[n, d, k]] toy error correcting code

• Secret sharing: any quantum threshold secret sharing protocol can be cast in the toy model.
Moreover, any (k, n = (k, 2k−1)) toy threshold scheme is equivalent to a [2k−1, 1, k] toy error
correcting code

MBTC & veri�cation

We can show that a Measurement Based Toy
Model of computation can be de�ned in the
toy model. This model is computationally weak
(⊕L) but nonetheless allows for many non triv-
ial quantum protocols. Hence, even if the toy
model will always only be able to verify at most
⊕L computations, we successfully demonstrate
the existence of a blind and veri�ed protocol in
the toy model. This suggests that steering corre-
lations, rather than the stronger Bell-type ones,
should be su�cient to run `FK-like' blind and
veri�ed computations.
In a client-server scenario protocol is

• Blind : if the server performs the compu-
tation, but gains no knowledge of it

• Veri�ed : if a malicious server is always
(probabilistically) detectable

We consider two quantum protocols

• RUV uses Bell tests: non local

• FK [4] is based on stabilizers � what
about non locality?

Theorem 1 The toy version of the FK protocol
with a single trap is 1− 1

n secure, where n is the
total number of systems employed.

Conclusions

We tried to better characterize which aspects of quantum theory may lie beyond the `quantum
supremacy'. We proved a no-go for bit commitment, the existence of error correction &

secret sharing, and a blind and veri�ed protocol. For the blind and veri�ed case our result
suggests steering may also be su�cient for the quantum FK.
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